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There are lots of ways that 
you can achieve it

Single trees

Oak and wild pear 
wood pasture.



There are more complex layouts and systems

Dartington, Devon

Stephen Briggs, 
Cambridgeshire



What are the benefits of agroforestry?

• “Commercial agroforestry models are still rare in 
the UK”.

• Lots of variables that will impact on costs.
• Look at 3 types of benefits:
• Ecosystem services – soil, water, carbon.
• Indirect outputs to benefit farming- shelter, 

welfare, pollination.
• Direct outputs from trees- fruit, nuts, timber, 

fodder, biomass.



1.Ecosystem Benefits



Forest of Bowland, Lancashire

Year 0; soil and nutrient run off

Year 6: reduced run off, 
improved salmon stocks, 
improved biodiversity



Carbon
“The new woodland should have 
the potential to achieve at least 
20% canopy cover so should 
achieve at least 400 stems per 
hectare or maximum 5 m spacing 
over the net project area.”

Traditional Forestry densities are 
1600- 2500 trees per hectare.



2.Indirect benefits: shelter for crops

Wind speeds reduced, evapotranspiration reduced, more efficient water usage



Shelter for animals

Summer shade benefits for welfare and yield

Impact of winter shelter on 
outdoor lamb survival and live 
weight gain



Trees are an excellent pollen 
and nectar source



Coppice and timber 
resource

3. Direct outputs



Diversification





Truffle Farming



Economic Benefits



Consider on going management needs including skills and costs.



Sources of Information – Farm Woodland Forum

Case studies

Research
Technical reports





AFINET great source of information and inspiration



Woodland Trust – assist with on the ground delivery

PUR scheme – some funding for agroforestry schemes, up to 50,000 trees in 2021

Funding for hedgerows (up 
to 50,000m and small 
woodlands up to 3ha



Summary
• Wide range of 

benefits 
available.

• Be clear on your 
objectives

• Understand your 
site and farming 
system.

• Give yourself 
time to plan.

• Look after your 
trees.



Thank you!


